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- Single source 





“Shopping bag” by kleptoplasty
- real selective pressure
Gagat et al., 2014
Origin of 3 membranes plastids ?
Testing the hypothesis
AIM
 Provide additional (phylogenetic) data
 to illuminate the debate…
in an automated fashion
Gene diversity
Gene set


















Forty-Two - additional features
★ CAP3 (nt)
○ contiguing overlapping orthologuous transcripts
★ Alignment (BLAST/Exonerate)
○ closest relative 
★ Redundancy check




○ contamination detection with ribosomal markers
★ Forty-Two publicly available @ https://metacpan.org/pod/Bio::MUST::Apps::FortyTwo 
Tree parsing and inference
★ clan-level parsing
★ polarising unrooted trees
★ minimum species sampling for giving/receving
★ time constraints
Cryptophyta
Paraphyly - Intruders - Taxonomy

Take-home message and improvements
★ Data quality
○ conscientious contamination handling
○ completeness
★ Subcellular localisation tagging
★ Proficient orthogroups enrichment
○ out-paralogy handling
★ Sophisticated tree splitting and parsing








★ accurate & broad scale plastid dating
★ adjacent group inference ?





Complex Algae - Panorama





















Wisecarver et al., 2010
Actual Kleptoplastids

